Advanced User Tips for Agriculture Producers Using LinkedIn
By Cari Rincker, Rincker Law, PLLC
LinkedIn Profile: http://www.linkedin.com/in/caririncker
For those agriculture producers who are already using LinkedIn but want to “take
it up a notch,” I suggest implementing a few select applications for your profile. The key
here is to use applications that complement your professional image. Below are some
suggested applications to help enhance your brand:
1.

Blog Link, TypePad, or Wordpress. If you have a farm or ranch blog,
bringing in your blog posts into your LinkedIn profile is a “must.” It is
a simple process requiring the user to download the correct blog
application according to the platform and entering in the RSS feed.
Professional contacts will stay up-to-date on blog posts and can easily
review and share the entire post by clicking on the mini-feed.
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2.

Events. The LinkedIn Events application is helpful for three reasons.
First, it allows you to see what agriculture events others are attending.
Perhaps you will learn about a cattle conference happening in your area
that you would like to attend. Second, you can plan to meet other
professional contacts if you see you are both attending the same event.
Social media is a powerful marketing tool but it is important to take
online relationships off-line. Perhaps you can make plan to have coffee
with a contact you met via Twitter at the next National Cattlemen’s
Beef Association Annual Convention and Trade Show. Third,
LinkedIn Events is a great way to advertise events that you are hosting
and want others to attend.
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3.

TripIt. Similar to LinkedIn Events, TripIt not only lets you know
whether a professional contact will be traveling to your area but keeps
others privy on planned travel. This can be particularly useful if a
person travels frequently and wants to make sure to connect with
professional contacts in that area.
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4.

Twitter. If you are on Twitter, you might consider pulling in your
Twitter feed into your LinkedIn profile. As a caveat, if you tweet
frequently, I would suggest only bringing in selected Tweets using the
#in hashtag feature. Although frequent tweets are acceptable in
Twitterverse, it creates too much noise for social media platforms such
as LinkedIn and Facebook.
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5.

Box.Net. This third-party application is a useful way to share articles
or presentations that you have worked on with your professional
contacts. Others can easily view the document from your LinkedIn
profile. To illustrate, I have downloaded the other social media guides
created by Young Producers’ Council.
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6.

Amazon Reading List. This is a fun application to help share books
that you are currently reading, have already read, or plan to read in the
future. It may spark a conversation with a consumer on a food safety
or animal welfare issue to allow an opportunity to be an “agvoca
agvocate.”
Furthermore, it helps illustrate that you are keeping up on the relevant
reading material for a particular industry. Additionally, the Amazon
application recommends books that may be of interest.
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7.

Slideshare.
application for you. Slideshare provides a professional platform to
share and review Power Point presentations.

8.

JDSupra Legal Updates. This application is primarily used by
attorneys but may be useful for non
non-lawyers
lawyers as well. For example, you
can provide your contacts with updates in certain industries including
agriculture. Similar to Box.Net, JDSupra allows users to upload
articles and forms.
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9.

Huddle Workspace. This application provides users a secure file
sharing location. This may be useful for cattle producers working on a
project together and would like a secure place to exchange information.

There are many other applications that may be useful for your cattle operation or
agri-business including, but not limited to, LinkedIn Company Buzz, Google
Presentations, and LinkedIn Polls. I suggest taking some time with each of the
applications and pick around two to four that work best to enhance your professional
image. Too many applications create clutter in a very clean professional social media
platform. As a final suggestion, I recommend keeping your most important information
at the top of your profile (e.g., summary and contact information) and moving the
applications towards the bottom of your profile.
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For more information contact:
Cari Rincker
Rincker Law, PLLC
11 Broadway, Suite 615
New York, NY 10004
(212) 427-2049
cari@rinckerlaw.com
www.rinckerlaw.com
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